“Heaven on Earth, With Ease, Just for Being”
“All is intended to happen through prayer, Invocation, affirmation, claiming, and requesting
or asking source from the sacred heart. And it does so due to our Inherent Value as divine
sacred worthy and imperfectly perfect Co-Creator Being's. Ask and it will manifest in form....
JUST FOR BEING!!!”

Easy Golden Age Play-Book
Daily Plays for an Enlightening Life of Heaven on Earth. With Ease, Just for Being.
Rainbow Bridge; Acknowledge, Activate & Claim Unlimited Potential as an Eternal Being in
Temporary Human Form. Build & Strengthen the Solar Light Body, Torus, Merkaba, and
Column of Light through Light Affirmations. Ground 24/7 to the center of Earth and Sun. Pull
energy up from earth center into heart, and down from sun center into heart. Be the Sacred White
Fire at the center of each atom radiating light, as a Unified Sacred Heart Beat of ONE LOVE.
Your Divine Power; Humans have inherent spiritual birthrights, qualities and virtues. Inherent
implies our sacred divinity and rights are Just for Being, not for doing. “Em-Power-Ment”.
Em, is to Embody, the reception of divinity and co-creative abilities. Power, is I AM, Being
God Goddess in human form. Ment, is Intent, the action of the divinity through conscious
choice. Co-Creator beings are intended to fulfill the Divine Plan of Heaven on Earth.
Freedom & Sovereignty; Claim Freedom and Sovereignty. Practice daily Divine Detachment,
send all other peoples energies, chords or psychic attachments home. Call home to self, one’s
own energy. Claim direct access to Source Energy. “Be the only thinker in your mind and the
only feeler in your body”. Tune into Inner truth and guidance with Divine Understanding of
Source in your Sacred Heart. EARTH=HEART. The Ascension Chamber of ONE LOVE.
Set Daily Intent; With Sound, Tone, Vibration & Frequency. Speak Into Form through positive
language and affirmations as if happening in the Now. Choice=Will, Consciously Choose each
Divinely Intended Idea through the Sacred Heart for the Divine Unified Good of ONE LOVE.
“With Ease, Just for Being”. Deliberate Conscious Intent, choosing 24/7, Heavenly thoughts.
Shift the 8 to the Infinite; Transcend Duality by shifting the 8 of heaven above earth, to the
(Infinite, Infinity Sign), of Heaven beside Earth. Be two people at once. The person
experiencing the current reality with love, compassion and forgiveness. The person choosing
to create the New Reality as Divinely Intended. Acknowledge and invite every emotion into
Love. For each undesirable experience, Choose Again, Command and Ask Higher-Self, the
Angels and Elementals to do the work for you. Ask for Sacred Desire from Sacred Heart and Let
Spirit bring it into form for you. Magically Just for Being.
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Transmutation; As With-In, So With-Out. Identify undesirable experiences, obstacles and
blockages. Place each into the Violet Fire of Purification. Clear the Multi-Dimensional Being of
karma, spiritual contracts, vows and agreements through the individualized Crystalline
Consciousness of One Unified Love in the Sacred Heart. Every experience in life is In-Personal,
when it becomes personal it is Karmic. Be the Alchemist turning each less than experience
into the Intended Golden Potential. “Rearranging the molecules right in front of my being,
manifesting into form all of my dreams.” I AM a Golden Being with Golden Potential.
Cosmic Sight; Claim the Beauty Way, Take back divinely intended power to see, hear, and
understand as Source does. See Divine Order and Beauty in everyone, everywhere and
everything. Envision Divine Good. Ask for the Equivalent of Identified Good seen in others to
be manifested as one’s own Good in physical form. Create Vision Boards.
Immaculate Concept; Hold the thought of purity and divinely intended good for and on behalf
of self, loved ones, friends, family communities and life. Envision everyone and everything as
whole, fulfilled and complete. Speak into Form through the Power of the Spoken Word.
Thank Spirit for activation, restoration and fulfillment of each sacred decree in physical form.
Original Innocence in Upgraded Form; Claim, download and activate one’s Original
Innocence in its Upgraded Form in the Now. The DNA Light Activation and Divine Alignment
of Multi-Dimensional Being as Crystalline Consciousness of ONE-LOVE. Sacred, Worthy and
Valuable, Just for Being.
NEW DAY, NEW WAY; This is the First time Humanity has an opportunity to Ascend as a
Unified Family and in Relationship The Blueprint or Sacred Script of this Paradigm, the Golden
Age, is being written in the now, as each Human awakens to choose Love, Light, Truth and
Peace in every moment through BEING this vibration and frequency in form. We are the
Walking Christ’s, we can heal ourselves, Our-Universe, in the now, with ease, JUST FOR
BEING.
ONLY LOVE IS REAL
“The only constant in life is change. Everything is in divine order. Movement and vibration are necessary to clear
energetics in a human body. This is the same for Mother Earth. She will shake, quake, erupt, and align her causal
bodies with her highest good. Earth is ASCENDING!
This is transformation at a cosmic level. When the fire by friction (internal) merges with electric fire (external CosmicLight.) the solar fire, SOLAR LIGHT BODY is created. For humans at a micro level and Mother Earth at a macro
level. Mother Earth is taking back her rightful place as a 5 D planet! It is the divine plan. Volcanoes erupting, weather
changes and upheaval are a natural part of this process. For humans Ascension is a Conscious Choice to engage in
the natural Evolution of Life.
Humans are taking back their place as Co-Creators of the divine plan as Multi-Dimensional Humans. Humans are
descendants of angels, extra-terrestrials, and earth mammal. Each of our ancestral selves must become aligned, unified
and fully empowered within and without! All have the power to CHOOSE LOVE IN EVERY EXPERIENCE.”
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